
 

 

 

 

 

General Instruction:  

 The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes have to be used by the 

candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will  not write any 

answer on the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next stroke of the bell.     

 Do not write any answer on the question paper.   Write in neat and clean handwriting. All  questions are compulsory. 

 

                                           Section A(Reading)-20marks 

(A1) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

Penguins are among the most popular of all birds.They  only live in and around the South Pole 

and the continent of Antarctica. There are 17different kinds of penguins and none of them can fly. 

The largest penguin is called the Emperor Penguin and the smallest kind  of penguin is the Little 

Blue Penguin. Penguins spend as much as 75% of their life time under water, searching for food in 

the ocean. When they are in the water, they  dive and flap their  wings. They are great swimmers  

and have thick layer of fat to protect them from the bitter cold. Even in their freezing cold condition, 

penguins still have to watch out for attackers such as killer whales and seals  

A) Choose the correct answer.         (2x3=6) 

(i) Penguins only live in and  around ……………… 

(a) The north pole              (b) the south pole and the continent of  Antarctica. 

(c) South America.             (d) Asia. 

 (ii) The largest penguin is called the …………………..  

(a) Macaroni .        ( b) Little Blue.          (c)  Emperor.      (d) Gentoo. 

(iii)  How many kinds of penguins are there? 

      (a) 9                (b) 15                    (c) 17                         (d) 4 

(B) Fill in the blanks with correct option.        (2x3=6) 

    (i)Penguins spend ……………. percent of their life time underwater.(50% , 75%) 

    (ii) Penguins have  thick layer of fat to protect them from the ……………..(bitter cold, hot air) 
    (iii)Penguins spend most of their life in ……………..(outside water , underwater) 
(C)Answer the following questions.        (2x4=8) 

    ( i) Why do penguins spend most of the time underwater ? 

    (ii) Why do penguins have thick layers of fat? 

    (iii) Name the attackers of  penguin. 

    (iv) Find the words from the passage which mean the same as. 

a) Chilly ………………..        b) jump…………………. 
 

                                         OR 

 Read the following poem and answer the questions that follow. 

The First Day of School 

I have  got a brand  new lunch box . 

My shoes are shiny clean. 

I have got a cool new book bag 
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And a pencil box that’s green. 

But I don’t know my teacher. 

Or where my desk will be. 

I don’t know if I’ll like  the kids, 

Or they’ll play with me. 

I peep inside my classroom. 

I stand there for a while. 

My teacher’s tall and kind of loud. 

But has a great big smile. 

And best of all, she’s got my 

Favorite book upon the shelf. 

I kiss my mother at the door 

And walk in by myself. 

(A) Choose the correct answer.         (2x3=6) 

     (i) The child’s shoes are 

          (a)dirty .             (b)  clean    (c) comfortable           (d) fancy 
     (ii)The child has got a pencil box which is  

(a) Red               (b)Green      (c)Yellow                  (d) Pink 

     (iii) The child does not know his    
            (a) uncle            (b) aunty       (c) teacher                 (d) brother 

(B) Find the rhyming words of            (2x3=6) 
            (i) Clean ………………….    (ii)  While …………………..   (iii) self …………………….. 
(C) Answer the following questions.          (2x4=8) 

     (i)  What does the teacher have? 

     (ii) What did the child like about the teacher? 

     (iii) Who came to drop the child at the school? 

     (iv) How did you feel on the first day of  your school? 

                                                      SECTION-B       Writing skills-20marks 

B1) Write the following sentences in correct order.                        (1x5) 

   (i) swimming/The ducks/in /are/the pond 

  (ii) My mother/breakfast/in the morning/made 

  (iii) tonight/want/to the cinema/to go/We 

  (iv)playing tennis/everyday/We are 

  (v) natural resources/our/protect/We must 

B2)Look at the picture and write five sentences to describe it. Use the words given in the bracket.

    (flowers, birds, butterfly, bees, tree)                                                  (5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B3) Write a paragraph on –Benefits of Morning Walk.       (5) 

B4) Complete the dialogue between two friends over phone.       (5) 

   Nimmy:Hello…………………………………….? 

   Ayush:Misty is not at home right now.…………………………………? 

  Nimmy: This is Nimmy,her friend. May……………………………? 

  Ayush:This is Ayush, her brother. 

  Nimmy: Hello Ayush. ……………………………………..? 

  Ayush: She has gone to her dance classes. 

  Nimmy: Ok. ………………………………? 

  Ayush: Sure,tell me. 

  Nimmy: We have a special class tomorrow morning, so ask her to reach school half an hour      

                earlier. Please don’t forget. 

  Ayush: I won’t .Anything else? 

  Nimmy: ………………………… Bye. 
  Ayush:Bye 

    SECTION –C (GRAMMAR)-15Marks 

 

(C 1) Fill in the blanks  with suitable adverb from those given within bracket.             (1x4=4) 

    (i)   The manager of hotel ……………. asked the guest to sit down. (angrily/ politely) 

   ( ii) He was late ,so he ……………packed his bag and left. (neatly/ quickly) 
   ( iii) You must be dressed ……………….. for the party. (poorly/properly) 
   (iv) The farmer works ……………… to make crops grow in that rocky soil. (hard / sadly) 
 

(C2) Do as directed           (1x4=4) 

   (i) ………… ! I think I have broken my arm.( use suitable conjunction) 

   (ii) Please give me a pen. (identify the kind of sentence) 

   (iii) Sanjay said ‘Let us now have dinner.’(Change the position of quote from the end to the  

                                                                    beginning) 

  (iv) the capital of madhyapradesh is bhopal.(Rewrite the sentence ,using capitals wherever  

                                                                           necessary) 

(C 3) Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction.      (1x3=3) 

     (i) They went to Egypt …………… they wanted to see the pyramid. 
     (ii)…….. …..  you try hard enough ,you will surely succeed. 
     (iii) Ram ………………. Laxman  were brothers. 
C4) Rearrange the words to make meaningful sentences.     (2x2=4) 

   (i)went Mumbai last to we year. 

   (ii) below cloud just the is plane the. 

 

     SECTION-D(Literature)-25 Marks 

(D1)  Read the poem and answer the questions that follow.                     (7) 

The friendly cow all red and white, 

 I love with all my heart: 

 She gives me cream with all her might,  

To eat with appIe-tart. 

 She wanders lowing here and there, 

 And yet she cannot stray, 

 All in the pleasant open air,  



The pleasant light of day; 

 And blown by all the winds that pass  

And wet with all the showers, 

 She walks among the meadow grass  

And eats the meadow flowers 

 

-Answer the following. 

(i) What does the cow give the poet? 

(ii) What colour is the cow in this poem? 

(iii) Where does she walk? 

(iv)What does she eat? 

(v)’In what kind of air’ does, the cow wander? 

(vi)What does the cow do during daytime? 

(vii)What is the antonym of pleasant? 

(D2) Fill in the blanks.              (1x5=5) 

     (i)Thick .................were raised above the branches to form a roof. 

     (ii) Mr Bhaer seated Nat at the....................of the class. 

     (iii) The bow was made of ............ 

     (iv) Queen of Sheba brought ...........garlands. 

     (v) The Queen presented the ............ with precious gifts. 

(D3)Answer in one word.          (2x2=4) 

     (i) A palace-like house ..................... 

     (ii) A dish made from meat or vegetable and cooked slowly.............  

(D4) Answer the following questions.        (1x5=5) 

     (i) What was Nat's problem? 

     (ii)How did the family climb to the tree house after dinner? 

     (iii) Why was Oliver on his way to London? 

     (iv) Which are the animals described in the poem‘Circus’? 

     (v) How does the nurse feel? 

(D5) Complete the poem.           (2) 

         Hey, there!Hoop-la! 

          .............................................. 

        Have you seen the elephant ? 

         ................................................ 

(D6)Correct the following sentences.            (1x2=2) 

       (i)  The dogs were tied to the hammock. 

      (ii) The branches of the tree were quite low. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


